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1.

Overview of report
This report has been developed by the NFLA Scotland Policy Advisor on the request of the NFLA
Scotland Forum. It considers the damage that could be done to Scottish energy policy by
significant subsidy cuts to renewable energy by the UK Government. As Scotland has embraced
renewable energy and leads the way in the UK, these cuts could hinder previous rapid growth. The
report considers the impact of the cuts and suggests certain ways forward in Scotland. Though this
report is looking at the Scottish context, the same cuts to renewable energy subsidies are having a
highly negative effect in England, Wales and Northern Ireland, and some of the ways forward also
have resonance for devolved governments and local authorities as well across the UK.

2.

Introduction – the scale of the challenge for the Scottish Government
Since the May 2015 General Election the UK Government has set about cutting subsidies for
renewable energy in a variety of ways. With the Climate Change Committee (CCC), which advises
both the UK and Scottish Governments, recommending that Scotland should aim to cut
greenhouse gas emissions by 61% by 2030 relative to 1990, it has now become increasingly
difficult for the Scottish Government to support renewable energy and meet such targets.
If the Scottish Government does nothing though emissions are likely to rise by about 7% between
2013 and 2030. However, meeting the new stretching target will require Scotland to deliver a
highly ambitious programme with a significant strengthening of existing policies, using devolved
powers, as well as measures implemented at a UK and EU level to drive take-up of low-carbon
technologies and behaviours. The CCC recommends, amongst other things, aiming for the
installation of heat pumps in 18% of homes by 2030, supplemented by a significant roll-out (2.6
TWh) of heat networks; an increase in the rate of new tree planting increasing to 16,000 hectares
per year; and further measures to reduce carbon emissions from waste disposal.
Most importantly the Committee recommends the continued expansion of renewable
generation to ensure that Scotland remains a net exporter of low-carbon power after
existing nuclear power stations close. (1)
How can this be achieved given the funding subsidy cuts on renewable energy over the past year
by the UK Government?

3.

A summary of the subsidy cuts so far
Onshore Wind – The Renewable Obligation (RO) will be closed to onshore wind a year earlier
than expected in April 2016, and new projects are unlikely to be eligible for a subsidy through the
new Contract for Difference system. (2)
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This will not affect proposals for wind-farms on more remote Scottish islands as these were not
expected to meet the later deadline for the RO in any case. Unlike mainland onshore wind,
island projects will hopefully still be able to apply for a subsidy under the CfD system.
Solar Farms – The UK Government confirmed in October 2014 that solar farms above 5MW
would be ineligible for RO support from April 2015. (3) Then, in July 2015, the UK Government
announced it was ending RO support for farms below 5MW a year early in April 2016. (4)
Feed-in Tariff Cuts (Solar) – Solar schemes below 10kW saw feed-in tariff payments fall by
63.5% from 8th February 2016 (not quite as drastic as the 87% cut originally proposed). Sub10kW solar schemes will now receive 4.39 pence per kilowatt hour (kWh) from February instead
of 12.03p/kWh which they had been receiving before then. PV systems with a capacity of 1050kW saw their tariffs fall by nearly 58% to 4.59p/kWh instead of 10.90p/kWh previously. (5)
Feed-in Tariff Cuts (Small Wind) – Small turbines less than 100kW now receive 8.54p/kWh – a
cut of 38%.
Feed-in Tariff Cuts (Small Hydro) - Tariffs for small hydro were cut even further than had been
proposed in the consultation - in some cases by up to 45%. “With the vast majority of hydro
projects in Scotland, reductions at this level will now mean a recent renaissance in the sector
north of the border will effectively come to an end,” says Scottish Renewables. (6)
Pre-accreditation - This is a mechanism which is particularly important to corporate and
community renewables projects. For developers who struggle to know whether a tariff cut is on
the way before they start raising investment for a project, pre-accreditation gives certainty about
the level of subsidy they will receive. Pre-accreditation was cancelled from last October. (7) But
this has now been re-introduced for solar PV and wind generators over 50kW, as well as for all
hydro and anaerobic digestion plants. (8)
Tax Relief Scrapped – At the end of October 2015 the Treasury announced that the various
forms of tax relief – Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) and Seed Enterprise Investment
Scheme (SEIS) tax relief and Social Investment Tax relief (SITR) – for investors in community
energy would be scrapped from 30th November. (9)
Renewable Heat Incentive: The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) has
proposed removing solar thermal‟s eligibility for subsidy support under the renewable heat
incentive (RHI) from 2017. (10)
4.

Impact on Scotland’s Renewable Targets
In 2012 the Scottish Parliament‟s Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee concluded that, on
balance the target of generating the equivalent of 100% of electricity consumption by 2020
would be achievable, provided issues with the planning system, access to finance, infrastructure
development and skills provision were all addressed. (11)
In its evidence to the Committee, the trade body - Scottish Renewables - said that to meet the
100% target, Scotland will need somewhere between 13 Gigawatts (GW) and 15GW of
renewables capacity, depending on the level of demand for electricity. That meant at the time
that Scotland required an additional 9GW to 11GW of installed capacity. Although this seemed
an ambitious target, there were some 23.5GW of renewable electricity projects in scoping,
planning, with consent, or in construction; all of which could be generating by 2020.
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5.

Scottish renewable projects under development in 2012, and the state of play in 2016
The Scottish Government‟s Renewables Routemap estimated the level of installed renewable
capacity required to meet the 2020 target might need to be as much as 16GW (compared with
the Scottish Renewables estimate of around 13-15GW). 7GW of renewable electricity schemes
were already operational, under construction or consented in 2012. So up to another 9GW
would be required (12) Modelling work by GL Garrad Hassan suggested that 1.6-1.7GW of
hydropower, 6.7-7.5GW of onshore wind, 3-5GW offshore wind, 355-530MW1 biomass, 125150MW2 energy from waste and 400-630MW3 of wave and tidal power would allow Scotland to
meet anywhere between 80 and 120% of electricity demand in 2020. These are simply
scenarios, but give some indication of the relative scale of each sector required to meet the
target. (13) Given the figures in table one above, showing schemes already at various stages of
development, these sorts of levels of installation should have been relatively straightforward to
achieve.
WWF Scotland told the committee in 2012 that Scotland should be able to meet 130% of its
electricity consumption needs by 2020. (14)
Today, 4 years later, Scottish Renewables‟ latest estimates on progress towards the 100%
target by 2020 show that Scotland will fall short, with predicted capacity only sufficient to
generate 87% of the equivalent annual demand for power. This is noted in this table. (15)

1

Equal to 0.355 – 0.53GW
0.125 to 0.15GW
3
0.4 to 0.63GW
2
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However, Scottish Renewables pointed out that there is significant capacity in onshore wind,
offshore wind and solar with planning consent which could proceed if offered appropriate
support in the necessary timescales. This includes 2,830MW of offshore wind across three
projects in the North Sea, and some 700MW of onshore wind projects on the Scottish islands.
These projects cannot meet the deadline for the closure of the Renewables Obligation and have
not yet secured a Contract for Difference, but could deliver the capacity required to take
Scotland up to and beyond the 100% target.
Subsidies are now allocated to those renewables which the UK Government is still willing to
authorise via an auction system known as the Contract for Difference (CfD). The industry had
expected an auction round for contracts in autumn 2015, but this was postponed. UK Energy
and Climate Change Secretary Amber Rudd now says the next contracts for difference (CfD)
auction will take place by the end of 2016, paving the way for up to 10GW additional offshore
wind (across the UK). (16)
It now looks as though this will be too late for Scotland to achieve its 2020 ambition. (17)
In response to Amber Rudd‟s announcement Scottish Renewables said:
“…the delay to the next auction of long term contracts leaves two major projects off the coast of
Scotland in limbo for another 12 months. It also pushes back delivery timelines for onshore wind
projects on Scotland’s islands which will in turn delay the delivery of grid connections, meaning
these developments will not be able to contribute to Scotland’s 100% renewable power target.”
(18)
The UK Government‟s March 2016 Budget Statement allocated £730m by 2021 to offshore wind
and other „less-established‟ renewables (i.e. other renewable energy sources than onshore wind
or solar PV). A series of auctions will be held over the next few years to allocate the funding,
with a requirement to hit tightening price targets for offshore wind as the auction programme
unfolds. Project developers bidding in the first £290m auction set for this year will need to meet
a price cap of £105/MWh to be in with a chance of winning support.
There will also be a 4GW cap which means that “only a third of the estimated 12GW offshore
wind pipeline to 2026 could be supported, if offshore wind were to win all the subsidy allocated,”
according to Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF). (19) So, it is quite possible that none of
the 2.83GW of Scottish offshore wind projects receive funding.
The 2016 UK Budget Statement gave no indication of whether Scotland‟s islands would be able
to bid for future contracts at a price that enables them to absorb the exorbitant grid charges that
projects on the islands will face. (20)
The UK Government has said it will not provide any new support for onshore wind and there will
be no new solar auctions under the contracts for difference scheme. (21)
6.

Solar Energy in Scotland
Rather than waiting for the next CfD auction at the end of this year, and hoping that offshore
wind and island wind projects receive some support, NFLA argue that promoting solar energy
could be at least part of the solution to meeting Scotland‟s 100% target. In any case it is
probably too late now for the various wind schemes to be up and running by 2020.
The Solar Trade Association (STA) has suggested a 2020 target of 2GW for solar PV
(compared with around 180MW already installed), and 141MWth for solar thermal. (22)
Specialist consultants Sgurr Energy suggest that by raising Scotland‟s solar ambition to 2GW it
is possible to get close to the 100% renewable electricity target by 2020. (23) The table below
explains this in more detail.
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Solar technology is under-deployed in Scotland compared with the rest of the UK. The UK as a
whole will soon have 9GW of solar installed, so it would therefore be logical to think that a
comparative level approaching 900MW of solar should exist in Scotland, when there is actually
less than 180MW. Wind and solar power can work well together to tackle intermittency, so if, for
example have more than 5GW of wind generated, there would be a need to have around 2.5GW
of solar to achieve some sort of balance. The STA has called on the Scottish Government to
consider a series of „key asks‟ on solar to support the industry and help reach the country‟s
renewables targets. It says solar can make an important contribution towards meeting
Scotland‟s targets, as well as providing an “essential balance” to the mix of renewables because
wind and solar tend to complement each other. (24)
There has been a surge of installations in Scotland because of improvements in Scottish
building regulations, which support the installation of solar in new homes. However, further
measures will be needed to promote the installation of solar panels on existing homes. (25)
2016 is set to be the year that solar deployment in Scotland hits the mainstream. This is also
being driven by the strong uptick in solar farms currently scheduled for completion before 31
March 2017. A loophole in the subsidy system which has been exploited by the Scottish
Government has meant that it has still been possible after 22nd July 2015 (but before April 2016)
to put in an application to build a solar farm to one of Scotland‟s Local Planning Authorities, and
expect to get an RO subsidy, whereas this wasn‟t the case in England and Wales. So there is
likely to be a surge in the number of solar farms coming online in Scotland during 2016. (26)
Until September 2015, Scotland had only two ground-mounted solar farms above 500kW in size,
with nothing above 2MW. But since October 2015, solar farms of 5MW in size (and higher) have
started to come online, with several energising during March 2016 in time for 1.3 ROC
qualification. The largest new solar farm has 55,000 solar panels on 70 acres of land at Carse of
Gowrie on the Errol estate, east of Perth. This is a 14MW scheme which should now be
operational. (27) There are also 5MW schemes at Balhearty in Clackmannanshire and Park Hill
in Angus. (28)
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Solar farms that mostly sell electricity direct to the grid have to compete with the wholesale price
of electricity, which is going down. On the other hand if the farms can sell direct to a customer
via a private wire they are competing with the retail price of electricity which is still going up.
Solar panels on commercial roofs more generally sell electricity to the occupant in the
commercial building. So with the ending of subsidies the return on investment for solar farms
and commercial roofs can be increased by increasing the amount of electricity which is sold
directly to a customer.
For example, a 100kW community-owned solar array built by the Wadebridge Renewable
Energy Network (WREN) in Cornwall is now selling its electricity to the South West Water
Nanstallon Sewage Treatment Works under a 20-year Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) at a
price that is cheaper than it would otherwise pay for its delivered electricity. (29)
In Scotland, the Bright Green Hydrogen Scheme in Levenmouth uses electricity generated by a
wind turbine and roof top solar to generate hydrogen which is used to power Fife Council refuse
collection vehicles.
7.

The Future is Solar
Public sector energy consultant Stephen Cirrell (who has spoken to the NFLA), speaking at the
Solar Energy UK exhibition in Birmingham in October, said Councils have not been put off
investing in solar by the recent subsidy cuts. They are simply adjusting the timeline for projects
with many opting to wait it out for two years. Very few however, are walking away from a
commitment to pursue solar energy. Storage, private wires and falling costs of PV panels will all
help to make solar economic for local authorities. (30)
There are over 10,000 public buildings in Scotland including schools, GP surgeries and police
stations. If just half of these buildings installed a 60kW system (the average size being installed
by the Edinburgh Solar Co-op) that would add 300MW of capacity. (31)
Many local authorities have been installing solar panels on social housing in their borough. For
example, Warrington Borough Council has installed solar PV on over 3,000 social homes in an
effort to tackle fuel poverty. Tenants receive some free electricity and the Council receives an
income to pay for the panels from the feed-in tariff. Unfortunately a lot of these schemes are
now ending due to the reductions in feed-in tariffs. (32) But the signs are that this will be just a
short hiatus and soon schemes like the one in Warrington can be introduced across Scotland
and the rest of the UK.
For instance, a scheme run by Barnsley Council, which has also been suspended expects to
resume soon. A spokesperson said:
“The price of panels and ancillary equipment is expected to fall over time and we will monitor
this closely to see whether we can meet grid-parity or provide other funding options … we are
already looking at other low carbon technologies we could deploy to assist the projects aims of
reducing fuel poverty, driving down the borough’s carbon footprint and saving money”.
This could include a battery storage trial which will see homes in receipt of solar installations
offered storage systems, boosting self-consumption. (33)
A typical domestic solar installation today would be around 4kWp which would need 16 x 250W
panels and cost around £6,500. With a feed-in tariff of only 4.39p the economics would be
challenging – it is going to cost up to 15 years for a customer to get its money back. But by 2020
it is probable to expect to get the same amount of electricity from 12 x 330W panels at a cost of
only £4,250. At this level the cost is beginning to look like it is worth doing without any subsidy.
With only a small rise in the cost of electricity, this could pay back the cost in around 10 years
with no feed-in tariff. To achieve this, the challenge will be increasing the amount of electricity
used by the solar panel owners. This could be done by using heat storage or batteries, changing
consumer behaviour and more use of electric vehicles.
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In the meantime, the Scottish Solar Trade Association is calling for the establishment of a
Scottish financial support mechanism under powers being transferred to Scotland under the
Scotland Bill. (34) NFLA would welcome such a mechanism being introduced.
8.

Scotland’s Energy Strategy
On 15th March 2016 Fergus Ewing, the Scottish Minister for Business, Energy and Tourism, set
out plans to develop a new holistic energy strategy. Depending on the results of the Scottish
Parliamentary elections in May, a consultation is expected to be published before the end of
2016. Whilst celebrating the groundbreaking tidal energy project in the Pentland Firth and the
world‟s largest floating offshore wind farm, which should be in place by 2018, the Minister said
Scotland now faces stiff headwinds to continued progress across the full range of Scottish
energy priorities. He argued indecision and inconsistency in energy policy from Westminster is
now placing Scottish investment and jobs at risk.
Fergus Ewing went on to say:
“We face an onslaught against renewables from the UK Government with its abrupt and
irrational termination of financial support for the best-value technologies, which places Scottish
jobs and investment at risk and jeopardises further progress towards our 2020 renewable
energy targets. The UK Government has, in effect, chosen nuclear power over carbon capture
and storage with its abrupt cancellation of the CCS demonstrator competition, which could have
done so much for Peterhead.”
“Scotland cannot wait for the Department of Energy and Climate Change and the Treasury to
get it right. … I hope that I can rely on the support of members as this important work to develop
Scotland’s energy strategy progresses.” (35)
In response, WWF Scotland says research suggests that Scotland will need to produce at least
45% of its energy needs (electricity, heat and transport) from renewables by 2030 if it is to meet
its climate targets. (36) Independent research, undertaken by internationally-renowned
engineering consultancy firm DNV GL, has shown that almost fully-renewables based electricity
generation in Scotland is technically feasible and achievable in 2030, with Scotland playing to its
strengths by continuing to export electricity to the rest of the shared and secure Great Britain
grid. In the NFLA’s view, Scotland’s refreshed energy strategy should embrace this
energy vision, and use it to encourage other parts of the UK and the Republic of Ireland
to do likewise.

9.

Conclusions
This NFLA Policy Briefing has highlighted a long list of significant cuts to renewable energy
subsidy by the UK Government since its election in May 2015. These have damaged the upward
trend of the renewable sector across Scotland and the wider UK, and put at risk the UK‟s carbon
emission targets agreed at the Paris Climate Change Conference just a few months ago. The
continuing strong support for new nuclear build is an expensive and retrograde diversion. NFLA
calls on the UK Government to urgently assess the damage of cuts to renewable energy subsidy
and find ways that will maintain and increase the positive role renewable energy plays in
delivering a low carbon, jobs-rich energy future.
The Scottish Government appears determined to find ways to meet its renewable and climate
change targets despite the “onslaught against renewables from the UK Government”. The NFLA
welcomes such dedication and hopes this continues from the new Scottish Government after the
upcoming elections. With the probable downgrading of some of the large offshore wind projects
due to lack of funding it is likely that smaller local energy schemes will be required to take up
some of the slack, especially solar projects, which means the role of Scottish Local Authorities
will become even more important. And, as WWF Scotland is keen to point out, the contribution
from energy efficiency and renewable heat will also need to be significantly accelerated if
Scotland is to meet its targets.
NFLA Scotland calls on the Scottish Government to co-operate with Scottish Councils to realise
some of these critical energy projects and ensure the dramatic renewable energy revolution of
the past decade is maintained. NFLA also calls on the Welsh and the Northern Ireland
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Government to work with local authorities to find ways to support renewable energy. In England,
local authorities need to use some of the new devolution mechanisms to encourage the ongoing
development of support for renewable energy. The moves towards energy companies, as
developed in Nottingham and Bristol, should also be actively pursued with due care, diligence
and consideration. Discussion with DECC to support local low carbon energy schemes is also
required.
The NFLA is also currently developing a full response to the Republic of Ireland Government‟s
White Paper on energy policy in order to contribute to the policy debate with the new Irish
Government, once it is fully settled.
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